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'INTERVIEWS!! 1. Yak!Herder,!age!35,!April!17,!2015!2. Chewang,!environmentalist,!age!52,!April!19,!2015!3. Ang!Bhuti,!owner!of!Ang!Chokpa!Lodge,!age!60,!April!20,!2015!4. Ang!Choti!Lama!Sherpa,!owner!of!Sherpa!Lodge,!age!52,!April!20,!2015!5. ND!Rai,!science!teacher!at!Junbesi!secondary!school,!age!32,!April!24,!2015!6. Gelmu!Sherpa,!owner!of!Everest!Lodge,!age!26,!April!24,!2015!7. Kangshi!Sherpa,!owner!of!trekking!shop,!age!37,!April!24,!2015!8. Prabes!Kakle,!English!teacher!at!Junbesi!secondary!school,!age!25,!April!28,!2015!9. Kangshi!Sherpa,!owner!of!trekking!shop,!age!35,!April!28,!2015!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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SUGGESTIONS'FOR'FUTURE'RESEARCH'
'
• The!changing!roles!of!women!in!the!economy!and!society!because!of!tourism!–!many!women!in!Junbesi!run!their!families!lodges!by!themselves!because!their!husbands!are!often!abroad!or!doing!trekking,!and!it!seems!as!if!they!have!a!lot!of!economic!power!and!influence!in!the!village!because!many!men!are!gone'
• Role!of!animal!husbandry!and!how!its!changed!due!to!tourism!in!the!Khumbu!–!so!much!prior!research!to!this!but!the!research!is!pretty!dated'
• How!massive!expedition!dumps!are!affecting!the!environment!at!base!camps!and!the!role!of!recycling!and!waste!management–!something!my!host!mentioned!to!me!'
• The!role!of!Sherpa!youth!clubs!–!they!are!everywhere!and!seem!like!a!big!part!of!society'
• New!ways!of!getting!oil!–!my!host!has!a!huge!oil!machine!in!the!jungle!that!makes!expensive!oil!from!pine!needles.!It!causes!a!lot!of!deforestation!and!is!barely!regulated.!He!and!his!brother!are!one!of!the!few!who!are!trying!out!this!venture!in!the!area.'
'What!I!wish!I!had!realized!during!my!research!about!tourism!is!the!drastic!differences!between!Solu!and!Khumbu.!If!I!had!really!wanted!to!study!what!I!had!sought!out!for!I!should!have!gone!to!Khumbu!because!tourism!effects!are!a!lot!more!exacerbated!there.!However,!I!am!glad!I!ended!up!in!Junbesi!because!Solu!is!often!overlooked!as!a!place!that!has!changed!due!to!tourism,!and!interesting!things!are!happening!there!(it!is!also!a!lot!warmer!and!more!accessible).!!!
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